Detection of single unit spikes during orthodromic-high frequency stimulation in rat hippocampus.
Deep brain stimulation (DBS) has been used as a treatment of brain diseases such as Parkinson's disease and is a promising therapy for epilepsy. But the mechanisms of high frequency stimulation (HFS) used by DBS are still uncertain. In order to investigate the changes of action penitential firings of individual neurons (single unit activity, SUA) during the period of HFS, a new algorithm based on window detection was designed to detect spikes in broadband-frequency recording signals. The results show that orthodromic-HFS (O-HFS) could excite the neurons in CA1 regions, and the firing rate of interneurons and pyramidal neurons increased significantly. In particular, a decrease in spike amplitude for both interneurons and pyramidal neurons was observed during the period of O-HFS. The amplitude decrease of unit spikes was most remarkable with the presence of HFS-induced population spike (PS). These results suggest that the stimulation pulses of O-HFS could activate the downstream neurons continuously, leading to the downstream neurons being unable to repolarize completely. The results are important for tracking individual neuron activity during HFS and for further understanding of DBS mechanisms.